5 interesting facts you ignored about Benjamin Franklin

Benjamin Franklin – a keen observer of human behavior known to be innovative and
unhesitant – was considered almost equal to the great Leonardo da Vinci himself. The
Renaissance spirit lived in him and Franklin was extremely good at being an inventor,
scientist, scholar, politician, author, and businessman. Invention of Franklin stove (inspiring
to research on electricity), distinguishing positive electricity from negative electricity,
determining that electricity and lightning are the same, invention of bifocal spectacles,
Benjamin Franklin Effect, etc. are only a few aspects that make him eminent. Here are some
of the fascinating things which are fairly unknown to this generation:
1. Pseudonyms (Pen names) – Benjamin Franklin only cared about concealing the
identity so that his intentions are not detected by his brother. Although, many know
him as Richard Saunders the author of Poor Richard’s Al a ac, little did people
know that he was also the 40 year old widow Silence Dogood, Benevolous, Anthony
Afterwit, Polly Baker, Alice Addertongue, Martha Careful, Celia Shortface, and Busy
Body. Even the pseudonyms were chosen to perfection and used based on the task
that required to be attended.
2. The Thirteen Virtues – He was the most flexible personality when it came to
adopting virtues and did so at his convenience. For improving his character the
thirteen virtues were implemented in his life practically and they are as follows:
temperance, order, silence, resolution, industry, frugality, justice, sincerity,
cleanliness, moderation, humility, chastity, and tranquility.
3. Air Bathing – During his lifetime, it was a common belief that the severe cold during
the winter caused many diseases and sickness in America. However, Franklin
believed that it was because of the congested living of the people during the winter
which led to sickness. Therefore, Benjamin Franklin preferred to go naked near his
window and enjoyed bathing with free circulation of air. This, he thought, prevented
winter diseases from affecting him.
4. The first American musical instrument – Before Franklin there were a lot of musical
instruments around the world and the world has seen classical music to a
breathtaking extent. However, Franklin thought of creating an original American
pie e a d so he did ith the i e tio of Ar o i a . The i stru e t rese led a
glass bowl organ, but with a different mechanism and the bowls were placed
sideways. Even Beethoven and Mozart took a liking to this wonderful instrument and
composed music also. Unfortunately, the instrument was believed to cause insanity
if listened to longer periods and it is no longer produced.
5. The Fire Brigade – Electricity was never a problem for Benjamin Franklin but he was
very cautious about the adverse effects of fire. He produced many articles about fire
safety and guidelines to avoid fire accidents. Franklin was able to assemble
volunteers for working in fire departme ts a ed The U io Fire Co pa y or
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The Be ja i Fra kli s Bu ket Brigade . Later he e ouraged i ple e tatio of
i sura e pla s y esta lishi g a i sura e o pa y y the a e Philadelphia
Co tri utorship .
The Kite flyi g Free aso had ore tricks up his sleeves than his contemporaries and was
close to being called as lunatic if not for his great creative abilities and workmanship.
Further ore, he is k o
as The First A eri a
e ause of his efforts to o tai olo ial
unity, working as the first ambassador of the U.S to France, etc. which are contributions that
ade the Natio s fou datio s stro g. Be ja i Fra kli is a a e i history that ould
keep turning out no matter how many millennia pass away and he is a book which can never
run out of pages.
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